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WELCOME

to the Age of 

the Customer 
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Google Local Beta 2004





Apple Introduces 

iPhone 2007 



Google Launches Android 2008
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LOCAL: The Next Digital Battleground in Healthcare
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Mobile makes up 88% of all 

"near me" searches, with those 

mobile searches growing at 

146% year over year.

SOURCE: “When the Small Screen is the First Choice: Finding Your Mobile-Centric Sources,” March 2016, Thinkwithgoogle.com  



Omnichannel Discovery Marketing



WIN IN THE 

“MOBILE 

MOMENTS.”
“A ‘mobile moment’ is a point in 

time and space when someone 

pulls out a mobile device to get 

what he or she wants 

immediately, in context.”
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Healthcare Digital Trends



SOURCE: PwC Health Research Institute

As patients behave more like consumers, 

healthcare organizations need to deliver 

a higher level of personalized service, 

satisfaction and overall experience – or 

risk losing business to the competition.

“
”
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The Digital Disruption to the Patient Journey





• First real health 

tracker that most 

people know







Amplifying Your Patient Experience

Be Findable Be Descriptive Be Transparent 



From mobile search to mobile wallet



Healthcare Transparency



45%
of consumers look at online reviews before 

scheduling an appointment

2015 Healthcare Consumer Trends Survey
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29%
say viewing online reviews is the first step 

in their search to find a new physician

2015 Healthcare Consumer Trends Survey

Photo Credit: venturebeat.com



Physician Reviews



Services and Pricing



Getting to the Doctor Just Got Easier
MedStar Health and Uber have created a convenient ride option to get you to 

and from your medical appointments and stay on track to receive the care you 

need. Door-to-door transportation saves time, and our handy reminder feature 

will help you be ready when your ride arrives.



Hi Shawn.

Welcome to SIM Health 

Center

Your appointment is at 3:00pm

in The Center for Advanced 

Care, located at 900 W. 

Nelson Street.



Hello! SIM Health Center here 

again.

Dr.Thomas is running 15 

minutes late for your 10:00 am 

appointment.

NO NEED TO RUSH.

Instead you can visit

Coffee Shop

Restrooms

Gift Shop





LOCATION 

DATA

CONTEXTUAL  

CONTENT

Put the Patient at the Center of the 

Experience



Manage
Build local data assets by consolidating, 

cleansing, categorizing, and  optimizing 

data

Distribute
Unleash your location data by 

distributing to data amplifiers to 

increase visibility

Monitor
Understand your location data 

health and how you can improve



Primary elements of location data

NAP Data: consists of data elements core to a 
business location, including: businesses name (also 
referred to as “business title”), address, and phone 
number.

Latitude/Longitude: your latitudinal and longitudinal 
coordinates, which comprise your pin data, make it 
possible for your business location to appear accurately 
on mapping apps such as Google Maps and Apple 
Maps.

Business Category: the type of business you are. 
Business category is often classified by industry, but 
data aggregators and publishers use their own 
taxonomies.

Business Description: a brief description of what 
you do. A healthcare system will likely need to manage 
multiple descriptions of different services offered.

Hours Of Operation: these may vary among services 
offered inside a healthcare organization.



Seamlessly Integrate Your Locator and Site

IMPLEMENT QUICKLY WITHOUT A BIG TECH INVESTMENT



Drive The “Next Moment” With 

Actionable Search Results



Win Patients with Engaging Physician Profiles



Thank You!
• Why location data needs to be the foundation of your 

local marketing in the age of the mobile consumer

• How to manage the complexity of healthcare location 
data to be visible where and when patients are looking 
for care

• How to create a location data management strategy 
that delivers exceptional experiences across the patient 
journey

THE HEALTHCARE MARKETER’S GUIDE TO 
Location Data Management

Download this report to uncover:

Thank You!

T H E  H E A L T H C A R E  M A R K E T E R ’ S  G U I D E  T O  

Locat ion Data  Management
Download this report to uncover:

• Why location data needs to be the foundation of your local 

marketing in the age of the mobile consumer

• How to manage the complexity of healthcare location data to 

be visible where and when patients are looking for care

• How to create a location data management strategy that 

delivers exceptional experiences across the patient journey
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